
REVOLUTION CHILD -  BIO

With  the  forthcoming  release  of  her  self-produced  ep  'The  Rebel  in  Paris  Triology',
german-bosnian  born  singer,  songwriter,  music  producer  and  independent  artist
'REVOLUTION  CHILD' is  set  to  fiercely rewire musical  boundaries  and  create  a  sonic
world of her own. 

 

Always experimenting with the infinite possibilities of electronic music as well as by tapping
into  the  avant-garde,  Revolution  Child's  musical  sound  is  heavily  synthesized,
eclectic, complex and cutting-edge. With her rather unorthodox approach to songwriting
and  composition,  the  artist  is  not  afraid  to  explore  what  music  can  be  beyond  the
mainstream. While dark and obscure and at the same time illuminated by the light sound
of synthesized bells, the artist turns entire songs into sonic universes. 

 

Awarded 'Best Song' in one of Germany's long established music awards for new music
'Deutscher Rock & Pop Preis',  her previously self-written songs have aired on German
major  radio  station  'Radio  Hamburg',  'Amazing  Radion  U.K.',  'Alex  Berlin'  as  well  as
Germany's online music magazin 'Yagaloo' and have received a lot of support from 'Jango
Radio's listeners from across all countries. 

 

Having performend live in Germany and the U.K., the release of Revolution Child's self-
produced ep 'The Rebel in Paris Triology', marks an entirely new chapter for the artist and
will also mark as an introduction to her self-produced debut album 'REBEL IN PARIS' . 

 

Significantly shaped by the time the singer spent living in the city of London, U.K., where
she graduated in the performing arts, her influences range from popular and urban music
culture to Musique Concrete, Noise, Dadaism with an affection for electronic sounds and
synthesizers to Dark Wave, Punk and Goth to Neo-Soul, Jazz and HipHop to film sound
tracks.  

 

2013 to 2017 Revolution Child spent recording her ep 'the Rebel in Paris Triology' as well
as  her  debut  album 'REBEL IN PARIS'  in  Northern  Germany,  close to  the Baltic  Sea
neighboring Denmark, where the singer originates from and where she, throughout the
recording process, defined her musical signature, sound and music production style, set
up her own record label and developed an interest in contemporary art.  Revolution Child
combines different creative elements in her music and on stage. While recording her debut
album 'REBEL IN PARIS', Revolution Child crafted a pink and illuminated, two meter tall
turned around cross sculpture which became the artist's signature feature and an inherent
part of her live performance. 

 

In 2018 launched her own fashion brand 'DESIGNED BY REVOLUTION CHILD'. 



With nearly one thousand different designs and a cruelty-free makeup line, 'DESIGNED
BY  REVOLUTION  CHILD'  is  available  for  purchase  worldwide  via  online  order, has
received TV placement in the United States and is another creative outlet for the artist with
the mission to push creative boundaries. Her cutting-edge designs are loved and positively
received by other artists and the wider public, have been worn by artists at SXSW and are
available from smaller stores in different cities. 

From currently directing the music video for the release of her first  new single,  set for
2020, and following her passion for music, art, urban and contemporary dance to regularly
attending music industry events to recording or working on new designs, the release of
REVOLUTION CHILD's self-produced  ep 'THE REBEL IN PARIS TRIOLOGY' will presage
the release of her first-full lenght album 'REBEL IN PARIS' and will become available from
more than 150 online music streaming platforms. 

 

For the offical release of Revolution Child's ep 'THE REBEL IN PARIS TRIOLOGY' follow
REVOLUTION CHILD on social media and subscribe to Revolution Child's mailing list by
visiting the official artist website www.revolutionchild.com

FIND REVOLUTION CHILD ONLINE: 

Homepage: www.revolutionchild.com 

IG: www.instagram.com/revolutionchildmusic

FB: www.facebook.com/revolutionchildmusic

YT: www.youtube.com/revolutionchildmusic


